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John Bapst Memorial High School 

Biology Entrance Exam 

Test Preparation Guide 

 
A NOTE TO THE STUDENT:  This preparation guide is given to you in the hope that it will help you prepare 

for the Freshman Biology Entrance Exam.  This guide does not necessarily cover every little detail that might 

be covered on the exam.  Rather, it is intended to give you an overview of the major topics to be covered on the 

exam so that you may review what you have learned in the science classes you have already taken.   

 

FORMAT OF THE EXAM:  The exam will consist of multiple choice and free-response items.  The exam 

will take approximately one hour to complete. 

 

TOPICS COVERED ON THE EXAM:   

 

1. SCIENTIFIC METHODS 

You should be able to: 

- Describe the various steps of the scientific method (questioning, hypothesizing, designing and conducting 

an experiment, drawing conclusions, forming scientific laws and theories). 

- Discuss how the following differ from each other: hypothesis, scientific theory, and scientific law. 

- Identify the dependent, independent and control variables in an experiment 

- Describe what experimental errors are and how they can be controlled. 

- Design simple experiments to test a hypothesis. 

- Read a scientific article and discuss it critically, giving reasons for your opinion. 

 

2. MAKING MEASUREMENTS IN THE LABORATORY 

You should be able to: 

- Identify the correct metric units for length, mass, and time. 

- Be able to convert measurements from one metric unit to another (meters into centimeters, or kilograms into 

milligrams, for example). 

- Use a ruler to correctly measure the length of an object. 

- Use a triple beam balance to correctly measure the mass of an object. 

- Use stopwatches to correctly measure time. 

- Use graduated cylinders to measure the volume of a liquid. 

- Determine the volume and density of a solid object. 

- Describe the functions of a microscope (magnification, resolution).  

- Identify the major parts of a microscope and discuss their use. 

- Use a microscope to examine an object. 

- Identify the various types of safety equipment found in a science laboratory and describe how they are 

correctly used. 

 

3. GRAPHING AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA 

You should be able to: 

- Given a table of data, construct a graph correctly (axes clearly drawn with scales, axes labeled, correct units 

indicated, data points clearly shown, and descriptive title for graph). 

- Identify the various types of graphs (bar graphs, pie charts, scatter plots) a scientist might use. 

- Given a graph with data points indicated, be able to draw a best fit line and to estimate values of the 

dependent and independent variables that are not specific data points. 

- Given a correctly drawn graph, discuss what the graph means and draw conclusions from it. 
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4. TOPICS FROM PHYSICS 

You should be able to: 

- Define kinetic energy. 

- Describe how kinetic energy differs from potential energy. 

- Identify other forms of energy (heat energy, electrical energy, light energy, etc.). 

- State the law of conservation of energy and describe its application to a real-life situation. 

- Discuss how the temperature of an object is related to the kinetic energy of its molecules. 

- Discuss how temperature and heat energy are different. 

- Describe what thermal expansion is. 

- For an object traveling with constant speed, determine how far it has traveled in a specified amount of time. 

- For an object traveling with constant speed, determine the object’s speed given the distance it has traveled 

in a certain amount of time. 

 

5. TOPICS FROM CHEMISTRY 

You should be able to: 

- Describe the major components of the atom (protons, neutrons and electrons). 

- Describe the structure of simple atoms. 

- Describe the structure of the nucleus of an atom. 

- Describe what an element is and how it differs from a mixture and a compound. 

- Be able to determine the atomic number of an element using the periodic table. 

- Describe what an ion is and give examples of them. 

- Describe what chemical bonding is. 

- Identify the major types of chemical bonds (covalent, ionic, polar) 

- Describe what a compound is and give simple examples. 

- State the chemical formulas for simple compounds. 

- Identify and describe the phases of matter (solid, liquid, gas). 

- Describe the chemical structure of water and discuss how its structure gives water its unique properties. 

- Describe how cohesion differs from adhesion, especially for water. 

- Describe what a solution is. 

- Discuss what a chemical reaction is and be able to write equations for simple reactions. 

 

6. TOPICS FROM BIOLOGY 

You should be able to: 

- Describe the major characteristics of living organisms. 

- Identify the major kingdoms into which living organisms are classified. 

- Be able to describe how living beings are named (kingdom, phylum, class, order, family, genus, species).  

- Identify the major parts of the cell and their functions. 

- Describe the differences between plant and animal cells. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


